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This paper examines the concept of asymmetric warfare and Low Intensity Maritime 
Operations (LIMO). It identifies the actors as also the changing nature of their tactics. 
The paper argues for restructuring of naval forces as response and deterrence to asym-
metric and LIMO actors that the Indian Navy will encounter in the coming years.

THE CONCEPT

Asymmetric Warfare

The Chinese can be credited with the evolution of the concept of asymmetric warfare. 
Sun Tzu, the ancient Chinese strategist, described the concept as one that, “refrains 
from intercepting an enemy whose banners are in perfect order, refrains from attacking 
an army drawn up in a calm and confident array.” Another of his military maxims is, 
“to fight and conquer in all your battles is not supreme excellence; supreme excellence 
consists in breaking the enemy’s resistance without fighting”. The basic theme of this 
strategy is that an enemy should be attacked at its point of vulnerability and not where 
it is the strongest.1

The concept of asymmetric warfare became popular among security specialists dur-
ing the Cold War. The US successfully pursued asymmetric advantage over the Soviet 
Union by choosing not to match “tank for a tank” or “missile for a missile”. Instead it 
chose to use helicopters to counter tanks and developed the Strategic Defence Initia-
tive to counter the large arsenal of ICBMs.2 Today, however, US strategists working on 
“Revolution in Military Affairs” (RMA) have further refined the concept. The concept 
is now built on the premise that the US has an overwhelming technological superiority 
over the conventional military forces of virtually any conceivable adversary but remains 
vulnerable to certain types of unconventional response: terrorist attacks, weapons of 
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The non-state actors aim to weaken/challenge state authority by application of force 
to an extent that it is short of conventional war. Such conflicts have proliferated in sev-
eral developing countries and at times are supported, aided, abetted and directed by 
external forces to achieve political and ideological goals. To that extent, the identity of 
such actors has also gone through a metamorphosis resulting in debates that centre on 
expressions such as ‘one man’s freedom fighter is another’s terrorist/insurgent’. In India, 
LICO is broadly divided into three categories: internal security, counter insurgency and 
counter terrorism. It is a limited politico-military action by the state to achieve political, 
social, economic or psychological objectives. 

Warfare at sea is traditionally concerned with safeguarding Sea Lines of Communi-
cation (SLOCs), maritime interdiction, sea denial, sea control, and defence of maritime 
infrastructure. The post Cold War security environment is under transformation and 
the nature of future conflict at sea is undergoing a paradigm shift. These conflicts can 
be categorised into linear and non-linear conflicts.8 Linear conflicts involve conflicts 
between states i.e. historical pattern of warfare, whereas non-linear conflict are between 
the state and the non-state/sub-state actors. The non-linear actors rely on asymmetric 
strategies and their tools include terrorism, information warfare and threat of use of 
weapons of mass destruction. 

Till the 1990s, the navies were structured to handle linear conflicts. The nuclear doc-
trines were based on ‘counter value’ and ‘counter force’ targeting while the conventional 
forces were tailored to engage in classical warfare involving sea control and sea denial. 
However, in the post-Cold War period, the spectrum of threats at sea has undergone a 
major transformation. Non-state actors, terrorist groups and insurgents/militants are 
challenging national security forces. These groups have modified their strategy from 
low intensity conventional terrorism to total destruction. The intensity and lethality of 
attacks have also reached extreme proportions. Besides, the numbers of such groups 
and networks have increased exponentially and mushroomed all over the world. Three 
attacks9 on warships in the space of a month in the year 2000 have exposed the vulner-
ability of naval vessels too. These incidents have forced naval forces to seriously reex-
amine the changing nature of unconventional threats as also the tactics and the modus 
operandi of its actors.

Indian Maritime Doctrine: Asymmetric Warfare and LIMO

Indian naval practitioners have examined the concept of asymmetric warfare and LIMO. 
The Indian Maritime Doctrine notes that the last decade [1990s] has seen a surge of 
asymmetric attacks in which terrorists and non-state actors have carried out devastating 
attacks on US warships on the coast as well as in the hinterland. The Doctrine also notes 

mass destruction involving nuclear, chemical and biological attacks, or unpredictable 
actions in unpredictable places similar to the 9/11 attacks in the US. Asymmetric war-
fare, therefore, involves the use of unconventional tactics to counter the overwhelming 
conventional military superiority of an adversary.3 Counter asymmetric warfare is now 
practiced and appears in the US Joint Vision 2010, the Report of the Quadrennial De-
fence Review (QDR) and the National Military Strategy.4

The current strategic literature defines asymmetric warfare on the basis of capabil-
ity and actor response.5 The capability-based asymmetric warfare involves the use of 
technologically advanced weaponry against an inferior enemy. For instance, during the 
Gulf War 1991, the US enjoyed technological superiority over Iraq thereby resulting in 
the latter’s defeat. The actor-based approach is based on the premise that the weaker 
opponent such as a non-state actor does not possess technological superiority over a 
stronger power and therefore adopts asymmetric strategies and options to challenge a 
superior adversary. It is important to keep in mind that the term ‘defeat’ is excluded in 
the lexicon of actor-based asymmetric warfare since the weaker actor does not attempt 
to match stronger actors force for force.6 On the other hand, its aim is to challenge the 
national will of the powerful actor and gain psychological advantage by using the media 
to influence members of the public and shape the mindset of the public.

Put simply, “asymmetric threats or techniques are a version of not ‘fighting fair,’ 
which can include the use of surprise in all its operational and strategic dimensions and 
the use of weapons in ways unplanned by regular military forces. Not fighting fair also 
includes the prospect of an opponent designing a strategy that fundamentally alters the 
terrain on which a conflict is fought.”7 Therefore, based on one’s perception, asymmetric 
warfare includes terrorism, threat of use of weapons of mass destruction, unconven-
tional and innovative warfare approaches as cyber-attacks and information warfare.

 

Low Intensity Maritime Operations (LIMO)

The term Low Intensity Conflict Operations (LICO) has gained wide currency among 
the Indian armed forces. It is a war waged by the State against guerrillas, insurgents and 
subversives, and includes a wide range of military initiatives that have a limited dimen-
sion of firepower. It also has political and economic instruments. All actors that engage 
in national liberation, insurgency, terrorism and guerrilla warfare come into this cat-
egory. From the perspective of guerrilla/insurgents/freedom fighters the primary aim of 
these conflicts is to challenge the existing government or a political system. Individuals/
groups that feel aggrieved or oppressed take recourse to violence and engage in conflicts 
to achieve political, social or even economic goals. These conflicts involve a protracted 
struggle of competing principles and ideologies. 
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from the Persian Gulf, Africa, Asia Pacific and Europe transits through these waters. 
They are home to important straits: Hormuz and Malacca. The primary cargo through 
the Hormuz strait is oil/gas, which virtually affects every aspect of the daily lives of most 
people of the world. Hormuz is fairly deep and vessels of 1,60,000 dead weight tonnage 
can pass through the waterway and nearly 15.5 million barrels of oil flows through it 
daily.10 From the Persian Gulf, the sea-lane transits through the Indian Ocean almost 
hugging the Indian coast towards the Strait of Malacca. Malacca is the busiest with over 
200 vessels transiting through it everyday. Each day, about 10.3 million barrels are car-
ried through the Strait of Malacca.11 Virtually all ships destined for East Asia carrying 
LNG and LPG pass through Malacca and the issue of safety is likely to grow in impor-
tance as East and South East Asia’s energy imports grow. It is estimated that the number 
of tankers transiting through Malacca would increase to 59 per day in 2010 from 45 in 
2000. Similarly, the LPG tanker traffic is expected to increase to seven per day in 2010 
from five in 2000 and LNG are expected to rise to 12 per day from eight in 2000.12 

According to military experts, future conflicts will take place in the littorals i.e. where 
sea meets the land.13 A large proportion of the world population is located in the littoral. 
Besides, much of the industrial infrastructure and wealth are concentrated in these ar-
eas. Coastal regions serve as the nodes for transport of trade, culture, as also the hub of 
illegal activity, be it contraband trade, drug smuggling, gun-running and even human 
smuggling. The sea serves as an easy highway and acts as a catalyst for promoting such 
activities. A quick look at the geography of the Indian Ocean region indicates that ter-
rorist hubs are located in the littoral: LTTE in Jaffna, Sri Lanka,14 Al Qaeda in Yemen, 
Somalia, Pakistan, Bangladesh15 and Indonesia and Jemaah Islamiyah16 and Free Aceh 
Movement in Indonesia. Some of these are also home to pirates. The centre of grav-
ity of piracy and terrorism at sea is currently located in the Indian Ocean region. This 
is further flavored with the Golden Crescent and the Golden Triangle, hubs for drug 
smuggling and gun-running. 

Terrorism at Sea

Threat of terrorism to maritime security is not a new phenomenon. In the past there 
have been several instances when ships have been taken over by insurgents or attacked 
by terrorists.17 1988 can be termed as a seminal year heralding the modern age of mari-
time terrorism.18 Terrorists attacked City of Poros, a Greek cruise ferry carrying 500 
tourists.19 But it was the Achille Lauro incident that caught the attention of the inter-
national community with regard to the menace of terrorism at sea and the formula-
tion of an international convention under the United Nations.20 Similarly, on November 
3, 1988, two trawlers carrying 150 PLOTE (People’s Liberation Organisation of Tamil 

that cheap, improvised and easy to obtain weapons have been used by suicidal groups to 
carry out destruction/damage to high value military targets. These groups also seek to 
target naval ships and establishments and other targets in the coastal areas. The Doctrine 
also observes that asymmetric actors would use man-portable missiles, explosive-laden 
boats, improvised submersibles and divers capable of planting mines and explosives on 
ships. There is also a threat from smuggling, poaching, gun-running along the Indian 
coast and distant island territories. Given these threats, the Indian Navy will be involved 
in Low Intensity Maritime Operations. For such operation the Navy should acquire a 
large number of low value petrol ships and be prepared to counter threats covering a 
wide spectrum of threats ranging from high intensity warfare to asymmetric warfare. 
Besides, the Navy should also be geared to combat piracy in the Indian Ocean and also 
its impact on the merchant shipping that transits through the region.

Given these articulations, Low Intensity Maritime Operations in the Indian con-
text suggests application of force, in the maritime domain, against actors that engage 
in maritime terrorism, piracy, gun-running, drug smuggling, illegal fishing, poaching, 
marine pollution and criminal activities at sea that have the potential to disrupt order 
at sea. LIMO therefore involves use of force to an extent that it is short of conventional 
war against targets at sea. 

It is true that asymmetric and non-state actors have developed sophisticated tactics 
that entail attacking ships both in harbour and at sea. Improvised explosive devices, 
submersibles, mini submarines and high-speed boats are weapons of choice. Off-the-
shelf communication equipment and water sport/diving equipment are part of their 
inventories. In the absence of technological superiority over a stronger military, these 
groups have adopted asymmetric strategies and options to challenge maritime forces 
and inflict unacceptable costs. 

Traditional naval missions continue to dominate the minds of naval practitioners but 
they now have begun to address multiple forms of conflicts spanning a wide spectrum of 
intensity levels ranging from safeguarding sovereignty to protecting the environment in 
terms of marine pollution. Although traditional maritime threats and responses occur 
in regional crises, more often maritime activity in the next century will focus on newer 
threats. These threats require new approaches and new methods. Therefore the new 
era of conflict at sea demands a freshly articulated maritime strategy based on newly 
defined maritime threats. 

Geostrategic Considerations

India’s geostrategic sea areas encompass the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal. These are 
home to important sea-lanes. A large volume of international long haul maritime cargo 
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hold due to limited experience and operational capability. Investigations have revealed 
that JI operatives had monitored the Singapore coast guard patrolling routes and had 
even video recorded the naval ships at Changi naval base.

Close on the heels of Limburg incident, a Greek warship operating near the entrance 
to the Persian Gulf was approached by a small, high speed boat. The ship fired warning 
shots and the boat turned away. A nearby flotilla of Japanese support ships were put on 
alert, fearing the incident indicated another Al Qaeda attempt to attack ships from na-
tions supporting the war on terror. 

Similarly, in April 2002, six small powerboats approached USNS Walter S. Diehl, a 
US Navy tanker of the Military Sealift Command, while transiting through the Persian 
Gulf. The tanker first fired flares to warn the small boats away but the boats appeared 
determined. Finally, it fired its .50-calibre machine gun and the boats then sped off. 
Soon after, in June 2002, three Saudis were arrested in Morocco in connection with an 
Al Qaeda plot to use boat-bombs against US and British warships transiting through the 
Strait of Gibraltar. 

On January 19, 2003, Palestinians tried to blow up an Israeli Navy vessel using a 
small boat-bomb. Israeli sailors noticed a suspicious raft approaching them in waters 
banned to vessels off the northern Gaza coast (near the beach of the Jewish community 
of Dugit). Warning shots were fired first and then fired for effect, which caused the raft 
to explode. It is not known how many persons were aboard the raft-bomb. In November 
2002, four Israeli sailors were wounded when terrorists detonated a boat-bomb off the 
coast of Gaza. The Israeli patrol boat was damaged but managed to return to base. 

The above incidents clearly show that the terrorist groups have built up capability 
and expertise in suicide attacks against ships. An important question arises: where from 
this capability was obtained? It is fair to argue that it was obtained from the Libera-
tion Tigers of Tamil Elam (LTTE). The LTTE, fighting for a separate ethnically cleansed 
Tamil enclave in Sri Lanka, had developed a sophisticated strategy of attacking maritime 
targets like Sri Lankan navy ships and other commercial vessels. Sri Lanka has lost at 
least a dozen naval vessels, both in harbor and at sea, as a result of LTTE attacks. The 
LTTE has engaged in wolf pack tactics, using high-speed boats filled with explosives 
that rammed into naval vessels. Sea Tigers, the naval wing of the LTTE, has emerged 
as one of the most ruthless and dangerous maritime capable groups in the world. The 
LTTE was reported to have developed a human suicide torpedo. The Maritime Intel-
ligence Group, a Washington-based think tank, has noted that members of the Jemaah 
Islamiyah, had been trained in sea-borne guerrilla tactics developed by the LTTE. 

The LTTE remains active despite the reported peace talks with the Sri Lankan gov-
ernment. A mystery ship, reportedly controlled by the LTTE, was spotted 100 nauti-
cal miles north east of Mullaitivu; it offloaded weapons to small boats before the crew 

Eelam) mercenaries landed in the Maldives.21 An Indian Navy maritime reconnaissance 
aircraft detected the ship and Indian navy vessels later captured it.22

In October 2000, terrorists attacked USS Cole, an Arleigh Burke-class destroyer. As a 
matter of fact, the plot to attack US warships was conceived in January 2000 against USS 
Sullivan in Yemen. It was planned to ram an explosive filled boat into the ship. How-
ever, due to a miscalculation of the weight of the explosive charge, the boat sank when 
the explosive charge was put on board. The operation was delayed by ten months and 
was finally accomplished in October 2000 against USS Cole, an Arleigh Burke-class de-
stroyer equipped with the Aegis system, which arrived at Aden port for a short fuelling 
halt. While the ship was refueling, two men on board a small craft (packed with 400-700 
pounds of explosives) approached the ship and exploded leaving the ship with a 40 feet 
hole on its side. The attack resulted in 17 fatalities and an estimated $100 million in 
damage. The attack highlighted the meticulous nature of planning, infrastructure built 
by a local professional figure trained in handling explosives, use of one or more suicide 
bombers supervised from a long distance, in this case Afghanistan. The bombers had 
links with Al Qaeda and America’s No. 1 terror suspect, Osama bin Laden.23 

These incidents have exposed the vulnerability of warships too. The terrorist attack 
off Yemen on the French oil tanker Limburg is a chilling reminder of the vulnerability 
of maritime enterprise to asymmetric threats.24 A speedboat packed with explosives 
rammed into the ship leaving it disabled and leaking oil. The attack was similar to the 
one against USS Cole. Traces of military explosives (C4) were found on the tanker as also 
debris of the speedboat that exploded. Al Qaeda has publicly called for attacks on eco-
nomic centres and attacks on oil supplies to the west. Reportedly, Abu Laith, claiming 
himself as the spokesperson of the Al Qaeda, has issued a statement, “ We, the fighters of 
the holy war, in general, are hoping to enter the next phase…It will be a war of killing, a 
war against business which will hit the enemy where he does not expect us to”.25

As part of campaign against terrorism, the Singapore authorities arrested 15 sus-
pected Islamic militants, with links to Al Qaeda, who were planning to blow up US 
naval vessels and a bus that was to transport American military personnel.26 The Singa-
pore government’s White Paper ‘The Jemaah Islamiyah Arrests and the Threat of Ter-
rorism’ noted that the Jemaah Islamiyah had intended attacks on US naval vessels and 
personnel off Changi naval base and Pulau Tekong. The discovery of topographic maps 
with Fiah Ayub, a JI operative, revealed that the group had good operational plans and 
targeting data. The attack was to be carried against US ships transiting the shallow wa-
ters by ramming a small vessel packed with explosives. The ‘kill zone’ was meticulously 
established at a point where the channel was the narrowest and the fast approaching 
boat would leave no sea room for the target to avoid collision with the suicide boat. 
Reportedly, the plans to attack US ships were conceived sometime in 1995 but kept on 
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killing crew members is a common practice. In August 1998, a Belize flagged general 
cargo vessel, M V Princess Kash was hijacked by LTTE rebels.28 While on its way to Mul-
laitivu , a LTTE stronghold , the Sri Lankan Air Force bombed the vessel to prevent the 
ship’s cargo falling into the hands of LTTE. The status of the 22-crew members is still 
not known.

The International Maritime Bureau has warned commercial shipping transiting 
along the east coast of Africa not to come within 50 nautical miles of the coastline be-
cause of pirates. Most of the ports in the Horn of Africa are piracy prone and dangerous. 
Attacks occur in port, at anchor or during slow steaming off the coast. Somali waters 
in particular have been notorious for acts of piracy. This is primarily due to political 
instability. Somali militias operate speedboats and are reported to pose as coastguard. 
Their activities include kidnappings, vessel seizures and ransom demands. The most 
dangerous aspect of these activities is the frequent use of infantry weapons like mortars, 
grenades and small arms. 

 In January 2002, a Lebanese vessel, Princess Sarah, was attacked and hijacked twice 
off the coast of Somalia.29 In the first instance, the vessel was fired at while underway. 
In the process it sustained some damage and was forced to stop after 20 miles to make 
repairs to the engine. Two days later a second attack took place and the pirates managed 
to take over the vessel. The initial ransom demand was for $60,000, but later this was 
changed to $200,000. An agreement was reached on an undisclosed amount and the 
crew was released. A French navy vessel was sent to oversee the release. The troubles of 
the vessel did not end there, because another attack took place and this time the pirates 
were scared away by a helicopter that was sent by the nearby French warship Floreal. 

In June 2002, the Cyprus-flagged Panagia Tinou, a bulk carrier, was hijacked while it 
was at anchor off the North coast of Somalia.30 The crew was taken hostage and the ship 
was moved to an unknown destination along the Somali coast. The United Nations en-
tered into negotiations with the pirates on behalf of the Philippines since Somalia has no 
bilateral relations with it. After 16 days of captivity the crewmen were released in return 
for a ransom of $400,000, paid by an international shipping insurance agency through 
the Protection and Indemnity Club. According to the commander of the German Naval 
Air Wing Detachment in Mombasa, the presence of three German vessels near where 
the hijacked vessel was anchored helped free it. 

Pirates are like sharks. They breed and show up more often in some regions than oth-
ers. They can strike anywhere but some areas are popular with them. Unfortunately, the 
Indian Ocean is home to the top three piracy infested regions. South East Asia, South 
Asia and the east African coast are hotspots of piracy and account for more than half of 
the worldwide reported attacks. It appears the centre of gravity of privacy keeps shifting, 
but pirate plagued areas remain active. It may simply happen that one area may record 

noticed that they were being watched by Indian forces and began dumping items over-
board. Sri Lankan naval forces intercepted a dingy with six-armed LTTE cadre and 
communications equipment. Reportedly, Indian and Sri Lankan navies have instituted 
a range of measures to step up surveillance to prevent LTTE smuggling arms across the 
narrow northern strait separating the two countries.

To that extent, the ‘kamikaze’ approach poses major challenges to naval forces. Na-
vies will need to concentrate on newer threats, as these would require new approaches 
and new methods. There will be added demands on scientific innovation, planning and 
intelligence information. Therefore, the new threats demand a freshly articulated mari-
time strategy keeping in mind that the asymmetric approach is the most favoured strat-
egy for the terrorists. 

Piracy 

Piracy at sea continues to top the list of threats posed to merchant shipping. The 2004 
Annual Piracy Report published by the International Maritime Bureau (IMB) highlights 
the inability of maritime nations, particularly Indonesia (93 piratical attacks), to control 
sea piracy in their waters. There were a total of 325 piracy attacks on shipping in 2004. 
This figure is lower than the reported 445 attacks in 2004 but the most worrying part 
of the report is that the number of crew killed increased to 30 as compared to 21 in 
2003. Besides, 86 shipping crew were kidnapped and pirates demanded ransom for their 
release. Many of these attacks were serious and involved vessels being fired upon and 
crew kidnapped for ransom. As many as 36 crew were kidnapped, four killed and three 
injured in the Malacca Straits.

Indonesia and Malacca Straits appear to be popular among pirates. This is due to 
geographical and operational reasons. The area around the straits attracts the heaviest 
maritime traffic concentration. As noted earlier, over 200 vessels of different types tran-
sit the Malacca Strait every day and the traffic density is very high. Although there is a 
traffic separation scheme, transiting vessels reduce speed to negotiate the traffic. Very 
Large Crude Carriers (VLCCs) transit the strait at safe speeds with only a metre or two 
of clearance under the keel. Besides, the strait is home to several shipwrecks and shallow 
areas. These navigational and operational conditions provide the right type of environ-
ment for pirates to undertake attacks as also manage a quick getaway. The number of 
attacks is fast increasing and is alarming. 

In the recent past, the waters off Sri Lanka have witnessed frequent acts of piracy. 
In one incident, a merchant vessel, M V Cordiality, was captured and five Chinese crew 
were allegedly killed by Sri Lankan terrorists near the port of Trincomalee.27 LTTE rebel 
forces are also reported to have hijacked ships and boats of all sizes, and kidnapping and 
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by Ali Mohammed Abbas, an Iraqi national for $400,000. It was re-registered in Tonga 
as the Karine –A.40

Similarly, Prestige, the tanker that sank off Spain, had been chartered by an oil bro-
kerage in London - headquartered in Geneva but owned by one of the infamous Russian 
“oligarchs” in Moscow.41 FOC registries are a complex web of tax shelters, front com-
panies, nationalities, and overlapping jurisdictions and are known to play messy games. 
The world’s biggest oil companies - Shell, Exxon Mobil, and BP - routinely charter ves-
sels like the Prestige to ship oil around the world.

According to US Navy officials, Al Qaeda had used its shipping fleet flagged in Tonga 
to transport operatives around the Mediterranean Sea.42 A firm called ‘ Nova’ incorpo-
rated in Delaware and Romania had for years engaged in smuggling illegal immigrants. 
The company has, on a regular basis, changed names and registry. In February 2002, 
eight Pakistani men jumped ship off one of Nova’s freighters, the Twillinger, at the Ital-
ian port of Trieste after a trip from Cairo. These men carried false documents and large 
sums of money and suspected to have been sent by Al Qaeda. 

In August 2002, the master of another of Nova’s renamed freighters Sara, had radioed 
to Italian maritime authorities that 15 Pakistani men whom the ship’s owner had forced 
him to take aboard in Casablanca, Morocco, were intimidating his crew.43 Although 
the Pakistanis claimed they were crewmen, the master said they knew nothing about 
seafaring. Reportedly, the US officials found tens of thousands of dollars, false docu-
ments, maps of Italian cities and evidence tying them to Al Qaeda members in Europe; 
they were possibly on a terrorist mission. The 15 were charged in Italy with conspiracy 
to engage in terrorist acts. In October 2002, as part of the international coalition against 
terrorism, European navies set up a dragnet and boarded in Greek waters another Nova 
freighter, the often-renamed Cristi, but found nothing amiss.44

According to the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITWF) Fair Practices 
Committee, a union of seafarers and dockers campaigning against FOC, there are 30 
countries that are known to offer FOC registry.45 These are essentially developing or 
small island states. Interestingly, Bolivia, a landlocked country, also offers FOC registry. 
The ITWF believes that there should be a genuine link between the vessel and its flag, 
which would increase accountability and force ship-owners to maintain international 
shipping standards, a practice that does not commonly occur with FOC ships. Accord-
ing to industry experts, flag hopping is a common practice and ship-owners tend to 
switch registry at the first sign of a crackdown by authorities or when engaging in ac-
tivities involving gun-running, drug smuggling, transporting illegal cargo or human 
beings.46

FOC vessels have the capability to challenge sea-lane security. Their presence clearly 
highlights the dangers involved when strategic cargo like oil is transported. It is also a 

more attacks than the others, but no area can claim itself to be free from pirates. The 
number of incidents, including violent attacks, continues to rise. 

Notwithstanding the efforts of regional navies, the maritime community is growing 
pessimistic about the ability of States to counter piracy. They also appear to doubt the 
intention of States to take the matter seriously. Reportedly, piracy at sea costs the world’s 
economy some US$25 billion a year31 and the threat is growing as modern pirates equip 
themselves with the latest technology. The IMB has recommended a special anti-board-
ing system called the ‘Secure-Ship’, a non-lethal collapsible electrical fence around the 
ship when transiting danger areas.32  

‘ Flag of Convenience’ Shipping

The world’s ‘most wanted terrorist’ Osama bin Laden and the Al Qaeda operatives are 
known to own or have chartered at least 20 merchant vessels capable of undertaking 
ocean passage. These vessels are suspected to possess ‘flag of convenience’ (FOC) regis-
try in Liberia, Panama and the Isle of Man.33 Recent reports suggest that Osama’s secret 
shipping fleet, flying a variety of flags of convenience, allows him to hide the owner-
ship of vessels, transport goods, arms, drugs and recruits with little official scrutiny.34 A 
shipbroker in Germany has admitted acting as a translator when Wahid al Hage, an Al 
Qaeda operative, sought to buy a merchant vessel. Wahid is sought in connection with 
the 1998 bombings of two US embassies in East Africa.35 Reportedly, one of bin Laden’s 
cargo freighters unloaded supplies in Kenya for the suicide bombers who weeks later 
destroyed the US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania.36 

The presence of FOC (Flag of Convenience) vessels has indeed exposed chinks in the 
armor of security and posed new challenges for the maritime forces.37 Several terrorist 
organisations are known to possess merchant ships. For instance, LTTE has a flotilla of 
ships that are engaged in maritime trade. Most of these are registered in FOC countries 
known as “ pan-ho-lib” i.e. Panama, Honduras and Liberia.38 Operating under flags of 
convenience and staffed with a Tamil crew, these cargo ships carry out their activities 
between Asia and Europe. They are also known to regularly transport illegal immigrants 
or indulge in any kind of traffic on behalf of LTTE. For instance, LTTE vessels ship 
narcotics from Myanmar to Turkey. In order to give legitimacy to their fleet as also to 
generate revenue, LTTE ships move general cargo such as fertilizer, timber, rice, paddy, 
cement and other dry cargo.39

The capture by the Israeli Navy of Karine –A, a Palestinian Authority ship, carrying 
50 tons of lethal ammunition, offers a classical example of a change of name. Accord-
ing to Lloyd’s of London, the vessel was owned by the Beirut based Diana K Shipping 
Company and registered in Lebanon. Its original name was Rim K and was purchased 
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be rescued. What was more disturbing was the fact that the GAM issued a warning that 
all ships transiting through the straits between Sumatra Island and Malaysia must first 
get permission from the insurgents. 

It is virtually impossible to detect potentially undesirable crew members. The situa-
tion gets more complicated in case of vessels that fly ‘Flags Of Convenience’ and employ 
multi-national crews. It is difficult to verify the identity of the crew. Interestingly, the 
ship itself is a safe den for undesirable elements. There are several hidden spaces, holds 
and compartments in the ship that are difficult to inspect. Some spaces are so unfamiliar 
that it may be difficult to locate them without the help of the ship’s compartment draw-
ings. Modern-day tankers, bulk carriers and cargo vessels are very large and can easily 
carry dangerous devices, substances and stowaways within.

Drug Smuggling

It is well known that South East Asia along with South West Asia are the two top opium 
and heroin producing regions in the world. Myanmar tops the list with an annual pro-
duction of more than 2,500 tonnes. Heroin produced by Myanmar is largely trafficked 
through unmarked transit land routes and through sea routes. Traffickers move heroin 
through Myanmar’s seaports such as Moulein for sea-borne passage to the west. The 
‘Golden Triangle’ and the ‘Golden Crescent’ surround India. By virtue of its geographic 
location, India has emerged as an important transit route for drugs. 

 Sri Lankan port of Jaffna is home to Tamil pirates and drug dealers. They provide 
security and courier for Myanmar drug shipments. Importantly, they have developed 
an integrated network of drug production and shipment by the sea route. Bulk quanti-
ties are transported over the seas to mainland US and Europe. Reports also suggest that 
‘ganja’ cultivation is being resorted to by some Acehnese in the remote areas of Aceh in 
Indonesia. If the “Free Aceh” rebellion catches on, drug cultivation and drug running 
could be used by them to finance their insurgency. 

‘Golden Crescent’, with its centre of gravity in Afghanistan is the other important 
source of opium. A large quantity of opium is routed overseas through land routes in 
Pakistan to Karachi. Part of this consignment also find its way to India through land 
routes along the India-Pakistan border as also through the sea routes to Gujarat.52 

As part of Operation Enduring Freedom, a Canadian warship patrolling the Arabian 
Sea seized a wooden vessel carrying hashish off the coast of Pakistan.53 The Canadian 
boarding party found 20 packages of the size of cement blocks (wrapped in blue plastic 
and stamped with ‘Freedom for Afghanistan’). The vessel was towed into international 
waters and destroyed using heavy machine guns. It is believed that drug trafficking prof-
its have been used to finance Al Qaeda.

reminder that countries need to revitalize national fleets and challenge FOC vessels. 
If the maritime community is serious about challenging the forces of terrorism, then 
it must establish a framework for a genuine link between the flag a vessel flies and the 
state it belongs to.

Crew 

Though merchant ship crew are trained to handle emergencies onboard ships, they have 
been found wanting in professional competence. According to the International Mari-
time Bureau (IMB), it is virtually impossible to verify the authenticity of the identity 
of the crew.47 Besides, there is a major problem of counterfeit and improperly issued 
mariner documentation. IMB has issued a warning to ship operators about thousands 
of unqualified crew and masters working illegally with false papers, and has called for 
tighter security by authorities issuing certificates. 

The alert follows the release of statistics showing that, of 54 maritime administrations 
surveyed, more than 12,000 cases of forged certificates of competency were reported.48 
These figures highlight the gravity of the situation. Ships are sailed by crewmen with 
false passports and competency certificates. The IMB also believes that at times the issu-
ing authorities themselves are to blame. For instance, the Coast Guard office in Puerto 
Rico was reported to have issued nearly 500 suspicious certificates of competency.49 
Such cases usually escape detection by the port authorities.

At times, crews themselves can act as potential threat. Both the Philippines and In-
donesia are the largest suppliers of merchant ships. These states are home to radical 
groups like the Abu Sayyaf and the Gerakan Aceh Merdeka (GAM).50 In December 
2002, a joint Indonesian navy-military patrol seized a barge manned by seven Indo-
nesian crewmen, some 10 km off the coast of East Aceh, northern Sumatra, Indonesia. 
The vessel was reportedly carrying explosives and detonators from Penang in Malaysia 
to Aceh.51 A search of the barge yielded 46 detonators and 55 sticks of ‘power gel’, an 
explosive material that is usually combined with other explosives. A month before, the 
Indonesian navy’s western fleet had destroyed two ships carrying smuggled arms for 
GAM. The separatists had seized the vessels from Thai fishermen to smuggle arms to 
Aceh province. The action was taken after the rebels controlling the ships opened fire. 
The crew, who were held hostage by the rebels, had been freed. 

Earlier, in August 2001, a general cargo carrier, M V Ocean Silver, while transiting 
through the Malacca Strait, a piracy prone area, was captured by GAM rebels. The six 
crew members of the vessel were taken hostage. In an attempt to rescue the vessel and 
the crew, the Indonesian security forces engaged in a gun battle with the insurgents, that 
resulted in the death of a soldier and three rebel insurgents. But, the hostages could not 
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the three off-shore islands, Sandwip, Moheshkhali and Kutubdia. They recovered huge 
number of local made firearms and unearthed 30 local arms manufacturing workshops 
from Moheshkhali and Kutubdia.61

On April 2, 2004, following a tip-off, nine truckloads of arms and ammunition were 
seized from the port of Chittagong.62 Reportedly, the haul comprised of two consign-
ments; one consignment originated from the port of Hong Kong and was of Chinese 
origin and the second was loaded at Singapore and consisted of weapons of both Israeli 
and US manufacture. The shipment orignated in Hong Kong and was then transported 
through the Strait of Malacca to be transhipped in the Bay of Bengal to two trawlers, 
Kazaddan and Amanat, which ferried the weaponry to a jetty in the port of Chittagong. 
According to Jane’s Intelligence Review sources, the shipment involved two key insur-
gent movements from India’s northeast - the United Liberation Front of Assam (ULFA) 
and the Isak-Muivah faction of the National Socialist Council of Nagaland (NSCN-IM), 
which since 1997 has been in protracted peace talks with the Indian government, held 
mostly in Bangkok.

On the western seaboard, Indian security agencies intercepted a North Korean ves-
sel, M.V. Kuwolsan, that had docked at Kandla port to discharge a cargo of sugar. Exami-
nation of the cargo of 148 boxes (declared as Machines and Water Refining equipment) 
revealed that the boxes contained equipment for production of tactical surface-to-sur-
face missiles with a range in excess of 300 kilometres.63 

In July 2002, the Indian Coast Guards apprehended an abandoned merchant ship 
MV Al Murtada adrift off Ratnagiri in the Arabian Sea. On boarding, two AK-47 rifles 
with `Allah’ and `Yusuf’ inscribed in Arabic script, were discovered. The ship had two 
different sets of papers and had been stripped off its furnishing, including bunk-beds. 
The investigations revealed that Somali gun-runners had hijacked the ship in January 
2002.64

Earlier, in 2000, Indian security forces had intercepted a major gang of international 
gun-runners supplying weapons to different secessionist groups in the northeast. A 
joint operation involving the Indian army, navy, air force and the Coast Guard captured 
a clandestine shipment of weapons valued at around US $ 1 million.65

Illegal Fishing 

As traditional fishing grounds are exhausted due to overexploitation and pollution, 
competition for newer stocks has intensified. Fishermen now sail to distant and for-
eign Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ) to catch fish. Most of their activities are illegal 
resulting in their arrest. Fishermen from Thailand are by far the most enterprising and 
‘aggressive’ fishermen in this part of the world who encroach into EEZs of neighboring 

Gun-Running

The linkage between drug trafficking and proliferation of small arms is well established. 
According to experts, it may not be possible to control the spread of small arms unless 
there is a corresponding control of drug trafficking. Myanmar offers a classical example 
of the linkage between drugs trade and small arms proliferation. 

In recent times, Myanmar drug king Khun Sha is known to command a well-
equipped private army of over 10,000 troops to guard his opium cultivation territory. 
Also, insurgent movements like Karen rely on drug sale proceeds to equip their army. In 
Bangladesh, small arms smuggling is quite common. The porous land borders and the 
coastline of Bangladesh offer an easy inflow of weapons and drugs.54 

The LTTE has established a very sophisticated network of gun-running. It has con-
tacts in several South East Asian countries, particularly Thailand, Myanmar and Ban-
gladesh and conducts its business with impunity.55 The LTTE gun trade route passes 
through the Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea. Arms originating from Cambodia are 
loaded onboard small fishing trawlers in the southern Thailand port of Ranong.56 These 
vessels then transfer the consignment to larger vessels at sea for onward passage to Sri 
Lanka. 

Earlier, in December 1990, port authorities at Penang impounded MV Sunbird, an 
LTTE commercial vessel, and seized diving and communication equipment and some 
ammunition. The Sunbird had also called regularly at Phuket. Reportedly, a large pro-
portion of LTTE military hardware like artillery, mortar rounds, surface-to-air missiles, 
big-calibre machine-gun ammunition is bought in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic and 
North Korea. These consignments are transferred off Thailand from ocean-going vessels 
to smaller craft and then transited 1,900-km to Sri Lanka through the Bay of Bengal.57 

Small boats to Cox Bazar in Bangladesh are known to transport weapons. Several 
vessels engaged in gun-running have been captured in the region.58 In 1996, Bangladesh 
authorities seized 600 rifles onboard a fishing trawler originating in Thailand. In 1997, 
the Royal Thai Navy seized an arms shipment for the People’s Liberation Army (Mani-
pur) following a chase off the port of Ranong in the Andaman Sea.59 

Intelligence sources believe that more than two-dozen notorious local underworld 
gangs are engaged in gunrunning in the Bangladesh port city of Chittagong. The major 
groups are: BDR Selim, Habib Khan, Sunil Dey, Chandan Biswas, Abdul Kuddus alias 
Kana Kuddus, Mafizur Rahman Dulu, Shafiqul Islam Shafiq, Morshed Khan and Iqbal. 
They possess over 15,000 illegal arms, including AK-47, AK-56, G-3, M-16 rifles and 
large stocks of ammunition. Besides, there are several arms manufacturing workshops. 
Chittagong and Cox Bazar are a major transit point for arms smuggling.60 The Ban-
gladesh navy seized 123 foreign made fire-arms and 146 rounds of ammunition from 
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asymmetric warfare. 
Similarly, limpet mines can be effective against ships. Recent reports suggest that Al 

Qaeda has the capability to use limpet mines. This revelation comes after the discovery 
of an Al Qaeda naval manual that specifies use of limpet mines. The manual explains 
how these mines are to be attached to hulls of ships, where to attach them on different 
classes of ships as also the amount of explosive to use.74 Besides there is now ample 
evidence that indicates Al Qaeda has been experimenting with “mixed gas and oxygen” 
in preparation for an underwater attack. Besides the presence of scuba equipment in Al 
Qaeda inventory, there is evidence to suggest that it has planned for oxygen ‘rebreath-
ers’, a closed circuit breathing apparatus that does not give off any bubbles. Mixed gas 
techniques allow deeper dives with less probability of detection. 

Following a tip-off, the Colombian Police have chanced upon an indigenously built 
mini submarine in the port of Tumaco, near the Colombian border with Ecuador. Re-
portedly, the vessel can carry up to 10 tonnes of cocaine valued at about $US200 million 
in the international market. According to Eduardo Fernandez, head of the Administra-
tive Security Department (DAS), a detective force, “They started building the submarine 
about six months ago, using small pieces so as not to make people suspicious. They 
wanted to have it ready for Easter because they thought the police would drop their 
guard”.

This is the third time that the Colombian Police discovered a mini submarine in the 
country. Earlier, in 1995, a relatively unsophisticated mini-submarine to transport drugs 
had been discovered. But in 2000, a similar vessel was confiscated in a mountain work-
shop in Facatativa, just 18 miles west of Bogota., Facatativa is a rural town and is roughly 
7,500 feet above sea level in Andean region. The mini submarine had hydraulic tubing, 
a protected propeller, a double hull and diving rudders that would allow it to dive to 
325 feet. The vessel could carry 11 tons of cargo. The discovery had stunned both the 
US Drug Enforcement Administration and the Colombian police who noted that in the 
past drug cartels had used high-speed boats and low-flying planes to smuggle cocaine. 
This was indeed a huge leap. 

Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of the find was that Russian-language manuals 
with Spanish translations were recovered. In 1997, Colombian gangs had been suspect-
ed of trying to buy a diesel-powered Russian submarine. Highly professional Russian 
engineers may have also been helping to build the submarine. 

Similarly, the LTTE attempts to build a mini submarine in Phuket, Thailand were 
uncovered in April 2000. Christie Reginald Lawrence, a Sri Lankan born Norwegian 
citizen, was caught by the police while building a mini submarine with a Norwegian 
Engine at the Sea Craft Company a shipyard jointly owned by Lawrence, a Thai and an 
American national. 

states. Thai fishermen regularly plunder fish in EEZs of Myanmar, India, Malaysia and 
Indonesia. In 1995 Thai warships clashed with Vietnamese patrol crafts that were trying 
to arrest Thai fishing boats. Two Vietnamese sailors were killed.66 Similarly, Myanmar 
Navy, Malaysian Navy, Indian Navy have fired on Thai vessels.

At times it may become difficult for states to enforce EEZ laws. The Myanmar gov-
ernment says it simply cannot enforce its prohibition on fishing by Thai vessels. Myan-
mar maritime patrol aircraft see hundreds of Thai boats in the Gulf of Martban. The 
navy can do nothing about it as they cannot sink all boats67. Throughout the Sri Lanka- 
LTTE crisis, the Indian Government spared no effort to ensure that fishing ground off 
Kachaitivu was not denied to its fishermen. Also, the Sri Lanka Navy had to factor in the 
requirement of these fishermen while combating coastal hopping by LTTE.

Underwater Warfare

 It suits terrorist requirements of low technology and unconventional means to challenge 
a superior force. The recent capture of Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri, an alleged mastermind 
of Al Qaeda’s nautical strategy has revealed some disturbing trends.68 US officials are on 
alert for signs that Al Qaeda would use small submersibles, underwater motor-propelled 
sleds that divers use and “human torpedoes” (these were developed by LTTE against Sri 
Lankan Navy) to carry out underwater attacks. Apparently, as a result of confessions by 
a captured Al Qaeda operative, Omar al-Faruq, it was revealed that he planned scuba 
attacks on US warships in Indonesia. This forced US officials to visit hundreds of scuba 
shops in Indonesia seeking information about suspicious visitors.

Mines are the cheapest form of maritime warfare. Ships, boats, aircraft and divers 
can help lay these. Reportedly, sea mines stalled the amphibious assault at Wonson dur-
ing the Korean War and a US admiral noted “ we lost control of the seas to an enemy 
without a navy, using World War weapons deployed from vessels that were built before 
the birth of Christ”.69 There are 48 navies with capability to undertake mining opera-
tions.70

The mere threat of mine is sufficient to deter any ship from entering any channel or 
strait. Mines laid in the Red Sea in 1984 and the Persian Gulf in 1987 clearly demon-
strate the lethality of mines. Several ships were damaged and it needed an international 
effort to clean the area. 18 merchant ships were damaged in the Red Sea in July 1984 
due to mines laid ‘as an expression of Libyan indignation with Egypt’.71 During the 1991 
Gulf War, USS Princeton and USS Tripoli struck sea mines that cost the US $21.6 mil-
lion while the cost of the mines was only $ US 11,500.72 Commodore Teo , Chief of 
Singapore Navy was quoted as saying that sea mines can be used to disrupt freedom of 
navigation in the Malacca Strait.73 The sea mines, therefore, offer the cheapest form of 
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perfected. Second-generation warfare’s winners were those who had the most, or the 
best-managed firepower, enabling their forces to win through attrition—an approach 
mastered by the Prussian army. Third-generation warfare saw second-generation armies 
being agitated by decentralized attacks that, though brilliant, ultimately failed by virtue 
of an opponent’s ability to wear the attacker down. 

Viewed in the context of military history, fourth-generation warfare is highly irregu-
lar. “Asymmetric” operations—in which a vast mismatch exists between the resources 
and philosophies of the combatants, and in which the emphasis is on bypassing an op-
posing military force and striking directly at cultural, political, or economic targets—
are a defining characteristic of fourth-generation warfare. Its actors rely on asymmetric 
strategies and their tools include operations involving terrorism, information warfare 
and threat of use of weapons of mass destruction.

 As noted earlier, traditional operational concepts of safeguarding SLOCs, maritime 
interdiction, sea denial, sea control, and defence of maritime infrastructure will domi-
nate the minds of naval practitioners but it is this type of warfare that Indian navy will 
face in the coming decades. It will encounter a decentralized enemy in the form of non-
state actors that may be supported by other nations. In order to prepare for and shape 
our responses to these threats we would need to predict specific asymmetric threats, 
build intelligent and imaginative generic strategy for response and develop deterrence. 
There will be demands on reshaping force structure that is designed to counter asym-
metric threats. 

Post 9/11, it is believed that the war against terrorism will neither be easy nor short. 
It is a different kind of conflict than any seen in the past: a struggle against an interna-
tionally networked enemy dedicated to destruction. This struggle promises to be global 
in scope and simultaneous in execution. It will require the full and sustained might of 
the Indian Navy. 

The India Navy is modernizing and transforming to become a 21st-century navy of 
unique capabilities: strategically and operationally responsive, technologically and orga-
nizationally innovative, joint and networked at every level. Platforms will remain crucial 
to a 21st-century Navy. Building sufficient platforms is important, but equally impor-
tant is building the right ships and aircraft for tomorrow’s fleet--those that possess the 
capabilities needed to triumph over emerging threats. While we debate the doctrine of 
‘reach and reconnaissance’ and build/acquire vessels to provide blue water capabilities, 
the threats that lurk closer home cannot be discounted. Roughly 60 percent of the ships 
in the navy today are designed for distant operations but in future, platforms for coastal 
operations would become more important. Precision capabilities will yield greater de-
terrence effectiveness by warning of swift and deadly response to aggression. In short, 
it will be a fleet that serves as the leading edge of naval defence. Some issues that need 

With the discovery of a mini submarine under construction at the Sea Craft Com-
pany yet another small submarine construction was sighted in the waters off Koh Hey 
Island, south of Phuket’s Chalong Village. Chalong police found not one but three mini 
submarines at a boatyard in Moo , Rawai Village. The boatyard Sea Station Partnership 
is owned by Sithichai Wonsrivijit alias Go Chai. Go Chai also runs a diving and snor-
keling business at Koh Hey and claims to be an inventor. He invented a helmet for sea 
walking and had completed building his latest invention. 

Phuket has also served as an important base for LTTE arms procurement and smug-
gling. For instance, in February 1996 M V Horizon and M V Comex Jules were de-
stroyed by the Sri Lankan Air Force as the vessels were believed to have onboard a huge 
consignment of arms that originated in Cambodia and were loaded at Phuket.

Reportedly, in June 1999, the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) had made en-
quiries with North Korea for a possible sale of a mini submarine. A brochure describing 
a mini submarine ‘45-foot long with the capacity to carry six persons, including two 
divers … designed for special operations with a good tactical range and a low noise level’ 
was found. North Korea has sold more than 10,000 automatic rifles and other arms to 
the MILF. In early 2003, Philippines forces had discovered some documentation from 
the MILF camp, which suggested that the MILF was considering purchasing underwa-
ter scooters from Scandinavia.

These developments are a clear indicator that both the terrorists and drug cartels 
are employing similar tools for their operations. Their focus now appears to be shift-
ing to underwater capability. This raises two issues: First, availability and cost of un-
derwater vehicles and second, their crew and operations. As regards availability, these 
are constructed by using commercially available off-the-shelf technology equipment. 
According to Dr. Giunio Santi, a naval architect, “a modified underwater barge can sup-
port two mini-subs for six months at sea. The barges and all other support equipment 
are commercially available and are not considered to be weapons, so that any country 
- including those restricted in their arms purchasing capabilities - can buy them without 
supplying company filing purchase notification statements.” The cost of a personal mini 
submarine can range from several hundred thousand dollars to tens of millions of dol-
lars depending on the size. As far as crew is concerned, it is not difficult to train. All they 
need is good deep-sea diving training and basic engineering knowledge of batteries and 
underwater propulsion. 

Some Working Propositions 

History tells us that the first-generation warfare was defined by close-order formations 
armed with guns to repel sword-and-bayonet cavalry and infantry, what Napoleon 
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deliberation/ augmentation in support of LIMO are:
● A balanced naval force for blue water operations as also for swift  and deadly response 

to threats closer home.
● UAV/UCAV in support of LIMO. 
● Augmentation of Special Forces.
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● Harness off -the-shelf technologies to support LIMO.
● Improving intelligence networks. 
● Building database of terrorist organisations, drug cartels and gun-runners.
● Maritime cooperation with littorals and sharing of intelligence.
● Joint operations in support of LIMO.
● Develop common communication and operational doctrines.
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